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REG. NO. 1093656
MARK PRIMOS
SER. NO. 122880
JUN 20 1978
INTERNATIONAL CLASS 9
PRIOR U.S. CLASS 26
FILING DATE 04/15/77
SERIAL NUMBER 122880

APPLICANT AND POST OFFICE
PRIME COMPUTER, INC.
145 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.
FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 01701
DELWARE CORP.

SEND CORRESPONDENCE TO
CHARLES C. WINCHESTER
SUITE 2100
28 STATE ST.
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02109

ATTORNEY
CHARLES C. WINCHESTER

ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY

GOODS-SERVICES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN MACHINE READABLE FORM

U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE — PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE PTO 102L (REV. 8-76)

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
SUPERVISORY EXAMINER
EXAMINER

PUBLISHED IN O.G.
MAR 28 1979
PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

DEC 1 1988

Less Goods

PTO-162 (Rev. 4-76) U.S. Dept. of Commerce - Patent and Trademark Office
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SER. NO.</th>
<th>MARK</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 122880   | PRIMOS | CHARLES C. WINCHESTER  
SUITE 2100  
28 STATE ST.  
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02109 |
| 122980   | PRIMOS | CHARLES C. WINCHESTER  
SUITE 2100  
28 STATE ST.  
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02109 |
| 122880   | PRIMOS | CHARLES C. WINCHESTER  
SUITE 2100  
28 STATE ST.  
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02109 |
| 122980   | PRIMOS | CHARLES C. WINCHESTER  
SUITE 2100  
28 STATE ST.  
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02109 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P/N</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>REV</th>
<th>SECTORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SYS RECS</td>
<td></td>
<td>PARTITIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PARTITIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td>CONTROLLER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRIME COMPUTER, INC.
## POST REGISTRATION REVIEW WORKSHEET

**Name:**

**Date:** 9-24-71

**Reg. No.:** 1093656

I certify all information in the database matched the information in the file and no corrections were required.

**INSTRUCTIONS:** If the information in the database does not match the information in the file, the reviewer should check the ERROR column. After correction (text editing), the EDITED column should be checked. RETAIN IN FILE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCREEN</th>
<th>ERROR</th>
<th>EDIT</th>
<th>ERROR FOUND DURING REVIEW REQUIRING AMENDMENT OF:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AM: Mark: Word ______ Drawing Code ______ New Drawing: Yes __ No ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AM: Mark Type:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AM: Register:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AM: Amended Register: Date Register Amended:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CL: Prime Classification:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CL: Class Status: Active ______ Inactive ______ Class Status Date:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CL: International Class: Add ______ Delete ______ Reclassify ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CL: U.S. Class: Add ______ Delete ______ Reclassify ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GS: Goods and Services:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DL: Deleted Goods [ ] Less Goods [ ( )]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AT: Attorney Name:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CD: Correspondence: Name ______ St. Address ______ City/St/Cntry ______ Zip ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DR: Domestic Representative:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AO: Amended/Renewal Statement:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BO: Certification of Correction Statement:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PY: Applicant: ______ Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PY: ______ Entity Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PY: ______ Citizenship/State of Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PY: Address ______ Inter ______ City ______ State/Co ______ Zip ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EN: Entity Statement:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CO: Composed of Statement:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DB: Doing Business As (DBA) or (AKA) or (TA) Statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PY: Address: ______ Inter ______ City ______ State/Co ______ Zip ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NC30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PY: Registrant: ______ Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PY: ______ Entity Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PY: ______ Citizenship/State of Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PY: Address: ______ Inter ______ City ______ State/Co ______ Zip ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CO:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DB:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NC:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OTHER:**

**REMARK:**

I certify that all corrections have been entered in accordance with the above instructions and text editing guidelines.

---

**TEXT EDITOR**

**DATE**
REGISTRATION NO. 1093656 SERIAL NO. 73/122880
MARK: PRIMOS
REGISTRANT: CVSI, INC.
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS:
TIMOTHY A FRENCH
FISH & RICHARDSON PC
225 FRANKLIN ST
BOSTON MA 02110-2804

RECEIPT IS ACKNOWLEDGED OF THE SUBMITTED REQUEST UNDER:


YOUR REQUEST FULFILLS THE STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS AND RENEWAL HAS BEEN GRANTED.

HAROLD D. LEE
AFFIDAVIT-RENEWAL EXAMINER
TRADEMARK EXAMINING OPERATION
(703) 308-9500 EXT. 133
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Mark : PRIMOS
Reg. No. : 1,093,656
Reg. Date : June 20, 1978
Int. Class : 9

APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL

TO THE ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR TRADEMARKS:

CVSI, Inc., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware,
Business Address:
4 Crosby Drive
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730

The above-identified registrant for renewal requests that the above-identified registration be renewed in accordance with the provisions of Section 9 of the Act of July 5, 1946.

The mark shown in Reg. No. 1,093,656 owned by the above-identified registrant is still in use in interstate commerce on or in connection with all of the goods identified in the registration, as evidenced by the attached specimen(s) showing the mark as currently used.

Date of Deposit Aug 26, 1998
I hereby certify under 37 CFR 2.7(a) that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first class mail with sufficient postage on the date indicated above and is addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Trademarks, 2900 Crystal Drive, Arlington, VA 22202-3513.

[Signature]

09/10/1998 SHPOPER 00000142 1093656
01 FE:365
02 FE:366
300.00 GP
100.00 GP
The undersigned being hereby warned that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. 1001, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of this document, declares that he/she is properly authorized to execute this document on behalf of the registrant; he/she believes the registrant to be the owner of the above-identified registration; the mark is in use in commerce; and all statements made of his/her own knowledge are true and all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true.

POWER OF ATTORNEY

Registrant hereby appoints Timothy A. French, Donna M. Weinstein, Sean F. Heneghan, and Cynthia E. Johnson, members of the Bar of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, of Fish & Richardson P.C., 225 Franklin Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02110-2804, its attorneys to prosecute this application for renewal, to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office in connection therewith, and to receive the certificate.

CVSI, Inc.

By

Stephen T. Azarian
Its Vice President and General Counsel

Place: Bedford, Massachusetts
Date: 8/24/58

325570.B11
Registrant: CVS\textsc{i}, Inc.
Mark: PRIMOS
Reg. No.: 1,093,656
Reg. Date: June 20, 1978
Int. Class: 9

\textsc{RENEWAL SPECIMEN}
Introduction

This chapter summarizes the functionality changes to the PRIMOS operating system at Rev. 23.4. Specifically, it lists special considerations for Rev. 23.4, products being retired at this release, and new features at this revision of PRIMOS.

Special Considerations for Rev. 23.4

Installation

No new installation procedures are required for Rev. 23.4. To install Rev. 23.4, use the Rev. 23.0 Software Installation Guide (IDR10176–3XA).

Consider the following when installing Rev. 23.4:

- The instructions for upgrading an existing system to a new revision of PRIMOS require two boot-from-disk operations. These instructions will successfully upgrade PRIMOS from 23.0 to 23.4.

- When upgrading to Rev. 23.4 without reformatting disks, use ED or EMACS to modify the configuration file. You can modify the configuration file using the nonshared editor (NSED); but to use ED or EMACS, you may have to first reshar these products from the system console.

- Rev. 23.4 requires the Translator family Release T3. Some Rev. 23.0 systems may still be running Release T2. Therefore, you may also need to refer to the installation procedures contained in the Translator Family Software Release Document (DOC10217–3PA) for installing compilers, libraries, and environment products.
• To install the nonchargeable Translator family runfiles and libraries on a new machine, follow the procedures described in the Rev. 23.0 Software Installation Guide, then execute the command:

    OK, SSR -DEFAULT ENTRYS

• While running FIX_DISK remains an optional part of a software upgrade, the reliable performance of the RFS and FS_RECOVER crash recovery facilities provided with Rev. 23.4 depends heavily on all disks being in an uncorrupted initial state. Therefore, it is strongly suggested that you run FIX_DISK on all disk partitions as part of the upgrade to Rev. 23.4.

• The FS_RECOVER facility is supplied on a separate magnetic tape at Rev. 23.4, and can be installed independently of Rev. 23.4. This tape contains FS_RECOVER Version 5.0-23.2 (which designates the fifth version of FS_RECOVER, supported on all PRIMOS Revisions 23.2 or greater). Only Version 5.0-23.2 (and later versions) of FS_RECOVER can be used with Rev. 23.4. Note that installing FS_RECOVER modifies your system search rules. For information about the latest release of FS_RECOVER, please see Using FS_RECOVER (DOC13062-004).

**Microcode Requirements**

The 5310™ and 5320™ systems must be upgraded to at least CPU microcode Rev. G before attempting to boot Rev. 23.4. The 5330™ and 5340™ systems must be upgraded to at least CPU microcode Rev. H before attempting to boot Rev. 23.4. Attempting to boot Rev. 23.4 without performing these microcode upgrades may result in unpredictable halts and possible disk data corruption.

You can display your current microcode revision at the supervisor terminal as follows:

    OK, <Esc><Esc>
    DIR
    MO ST
    ;
    OK,

Pressing the Escape key twice places the supervisor terminal in maintenance processor mode (this does not affect executing processes). You type DIR to display the current microcode revision. You then type MO ST to return to PRIMOS mode. It may be necessary to type a semicolon (;) to get a prompt from the PRIMOS command processor.
Product Retirements

No products are being retired at Rev. 23.4.

New Features at Rev. 23.4

The new features of PRIMOS Revision 23.4 are listed below, grouped into two categories: those for the user and/or programmer, and those for the system operator and/or System Administrator. Chapter 2 discusses user and programmer features; Chapter 3 discusses operator and administrator features.

User and Programmer Features

The following enhancements are described in Chapter 2:

- The LIST_DISK command has been enhanced to supply information about the status of Online FIX_DISK.
- MATCH, a new command, searches for text strings within files.
- The SPOOL command has been enhanced to support the
  - Automatic logging in of operator requests to a print log file
  - NO_INITIAL option to suppress the first form feed found in some files
- Several Spooler environment directives have been enhanced with the following new options:
  - PDN now supports -DEFER_TIME, which defers a printing job after a clearing error.
  - ERROR_NOTIFY now supports -NO_SYSTEM and -FREQUENCY, which limit the number of error messages sent to the supervisor terminal or select users.
  - TCP/IP now supports -BINARY, which allows for binary (8-bit) data transfer.
Operator and Administrator Features

The following enhancements are described in Chapter 3:

- The BATCH command now uses the correct user name with JOB
  -STATUS and JOB -DISPLAY.

- The BATCH command has been enhanced to support the following new
  features:
  - JOB accepting external job names
  - Load balancing
  - A -WAIT option with the Monitor

- CONFIG_USERS has been enhanced to support:
  - New command line options -ACL_GROUP, -ALL,
    -CHANGE_USER, -DETAIL, -LAST_LOGIN, -LIST_PROJECT,
    -LIST_SYSTEM, -LIST_USER, -LOGIN_STATUS, -OUTPUT,
    -PASSWORD_STATUS, -SERVER, and -SORT
  - New fields SYSTEM ACL Groups or PROJECT ACL Groups to
    replace the current ACL Groups field
  - A new screen, List User’s Project IDs, listing all the projects to which
    a user belongs
  - A new screen, Time Window, defining the dates and times in which a
    user’s account is valid
  - Additional error messages for Rev. 23.4

- CONFIG_USERS subroutine library has been enhanced to support:
  - CUS$LIST_USERS_PROJECTS subroutine
  - Additional subroutine error messages for Rev. 23.4
  - New subroutine data structures

- Data Recovery and Backup has been enhanced to support:
  - A new CHECKPOINT_FREQUENCY directive for the DRB
    CONFIG_FILE
  - An extended Index File Format
  - Additional information in the SEARCH_INDEX_LIB command
  - A new subcommand, FS, in the MAGRST command

- Extended main memory for the 5000 Series
• The LOGIN_SERVER and START_LSR commands have been enhanced to support:
  o New options --DISABLE_MESSAGE, --TIMEWINDOW_MESSAGE, --USER_ID_PROMPT, --PASSWORD_PROMPT and --PROJECT_PROMPT,
  o A new file, SAD>LOGIN_SERVER.STARTUP, which records the options started with the LOGIN_SERVER
• Support for two new disk drives:
  o Model 4734  3.5" 1.0 GB SCSI drive
  o Model 4736  5.25" 2.0 GB SCSI drive
<ZULE/ALEX> login system

<ZULE/ALEX> login system

ALEX.K (user 43) logged out Tuesday, 10 Mar 98 11:32:04.
Time used: 00h 00m connect, 00m 04s CPU, 00m 00s I/O.
Password:

SYSTEM (user 43) logged in Tuesday, 10 Mar 98 11:32:08.
Welcome to PRIMOS version 23.4.Y2K.R1
Copyright (c) 1997, Prime Computer, Inc.
Serial #RRS02495*DSTCPY* (Computervision Corporation.)
Last login Tuesday, 10 Mar 98 11:29:12.
(1 other user under this id.)
August 26, 1998

Box POST REG
FEE
Assistant Commissioner for Trademarks
2900 Crystal Drive
Arlington, VA  22202-3513

Renewal Application
Registrant : CVSI, Inc.
Mark : PRIMOS
Registration No. : 1,093,656
Registration Date : June 20, 1978
Renewal Due : June 20, 1998
Grace Period Expires : September 20, 1998
Our Reference : 09816/002001

Sir:

Enclosed herewith please find an application for renewal of Registration
No. 1,093,656 for the trademark PRIMOS in Int. Class 9 with an actual specimen of
the mark as used (a copy of computer start-up screen and a copy of the pertinent
pages of a user manual shipped with the goods), and our check in the amount of
$400.00 in payment of the renewal filing fee as well as the late filing fee for one
class.

Date of Deposit  Aug 26, 1998

I hereby certify under 37 CFR 2.7(a) that this correspondence is being
deposited with the United States Postal Service as first class mail
with sufficient postage on the date indicated above and is addressed to
the Assistant Commissioner for Trademarks, 2900 Crystal Drive,
Arlington, VA 22202-3513.

[Signature]
Please charge any additional fees, or make any credits, to Deposit Account No. 06-1050.

Very truly yours,

Sean F. Heneghan

/JBB

Enclosures

326459.B11
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS,
Washington 25, D. C.

SIR:

In compliance with the Act of July 19, 1952 (66 Stat. 814; 35 USC 290), you are advised that there was filed on the 4th day of August, 1953, in this court an action, No. H-83-4876, entitled:

Name PRIME COMPUTER, INC., Plaintiff,
Address Prime Park, Natick, Massachusetts 01760

versus

Name EXPLORATION CONSULTING ASSOCIATES, INC., Defendant,
Address 5959 West Loop South, Suite 500, Bellaire, Texas 77401

brought upon the following patents:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATENT NO.</th>
<th>DATE OF PATENT</th>
<th>PATENTEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,110,831</td>
<td>9 Jan 79</td>
<td>Prime Computer Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,093,656</td>
<td>20 Jun 78</td>
<td>Prime Computer Inc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the above-entitled case, on the day of , 19 , the following patents have been included by answer, cross bill, or other pleading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATENT NO.</th>
<th>DATE OF PATENT</th>
<th>PATENTEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the above-entitled case the following decision has been rendered or judgment issued:

JESSE E. CLARK, Clerk

Date AUG 5 1983

By Deputy Clerk.
RECEIPT IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED OF THE AFFIDAVIT FILED
BY Prime Computer, Inc.,

ON Jul. 28, 1983

X SEC. 8 - AFFIDAVIT ACCEPTED
X SEC. 15 - AFFIDAVIT FILED
BY DIRECTION OF THE COMMISSIONER

AUG 3 1 1983 jb
DIRECTOR, TRADEMARK EXAMINING OPERATION

Charles C. Winchester
Suite 2100
28 State St.,
Boston, Mass. 02109

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE - PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION UNDER SECTION 12(a)

The mark of the application above identified appears to be entitled to registration. The mark will, in accordance with Section 12(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946, be published in the Official Gazette on the date indicated above for the purpose of opposition by any person who believes he will be damaged by the registration of the mark. If no opposition is filed within the time specified by Section 13 of the Statute or by Rules 2.101 and 2.102 of the Trademark Rules, the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks may issue a Certificate of Registration.

Copies of the Trademark portion of the Official Gazette containing the publication of the mark may be obtained at $1.70 each from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office.

By direction of the Commissioner

G. Douglas Hechman
Trademark Examining Division III
557-0560

EXAMINER:

PHONE: (703) 557-8560
APPLICATION FOR TRADEMARK REGISTRATION

Mark : PRIMOS
Class : 9

To the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks:

PRIME COMPUTER, INC. a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware

Business Address and Corporate Domicile:

145 Pennsylvania Avenue Framingham, Massachusetts 01701

The above-identified applicant has adopted and is using the trademark shown in the accompanying drawing for COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN MACHINE READABLE FORM and requests that said mark be registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Office on the Principal Register established by the Act of July 5, 1946.

The mark was first used on the goods in September, 1976; was first used in interstate commerce in September, 1976; and is now in use in such commerce.

The mark is used by applying it to labels affixed to the goods and to containers for the goods, and six specimens showing the mark as actually used are presented herewith.

KENNETH G. FISHER declares that he is PRESIDENT of applicant corporation and is authorized to execute this application for registration on behalf of said corporation; he believes said corporation to be the owner of the mark sought to be registered; to the best of his knowledge and belief no other person, firm, corporation, or association has the right to use said mark in commerce, either in identical form or in such near resemblance thereto as to be

04/21/77 PRIMOS 3 201 35,000CK
likely, when applied to the goods of such other person, to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive; and the facts set forth in the application are true.

The undersigned declares that all statements made herein on applicant's own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any registration issuing thereon.

POWER OF ATTORNEY

Applicant hereby appoints Charles C. Winchester of Suite 2100, 28 State Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02109, (Telephone: (617) 523-7340), Patent and Trademark Office Registration No. 21,040, a member of the bar of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, its attorney, to prosecute this application to register, to transact all business in connection therewith, and to receive the certificate of registration.

PRIME COMPUTER, INC.

By: [Signature]
Its President

Place: Framingham, Massachusetts
Date: April 8, 1977
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Prime Computer, Inc.  Paper No. 2
Serial No.: 122,800  Class 9
Filed: April 15, 1977  Examiner Hohein
Mark: PRIMOS

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

RESPONSE

Sir:

Responsive to the Office Action mailed July 21, 1977, Applicant submits herewith a brochure describing its PRIMOS operating systems.

☑ Applicant is unaware of any significance of PRIMOS in the computer field other than its significance as identifying Applicant. "Cousin" in Spanish

Applicant notes that the Patent Office records have been found not to include any confusingly similar marks, and accordingly it is believed that the application is in condition for publication and allowance. Favorable action is respectfully requested.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: December 9, 1977

[Signature]
Attorney for the Applicant

Boston, Massachusetts 02109
Telephone: 617/523-7340
THE PRIME OPERATING SYSTEM

All Prime computer systems—from small, dedicated systems using the Prime 100 central processor, to large virtual memory Prime 500's that support dozens of concurrent real-time, time-shared and queued tasks—use a common, uniform operating system called PRIMOS. Since each central processor provides a different level of performance within a common hardware architecture, PRIMOS is implemented in distinct but compatible levels to maximize the effectiveness of a processor's resources while minimizing operating system overhead.

As illustrated, PRIMOS is currently offered on four levels: PRIMOS II, III, IV, and V. PRIMOS II provides an interactive, single-user, disk operating system, and a modular, memory- or disk-resident, multi-task, real-time operating system for Prime 100 and 200 central processors.

PRIMOS III is geared to the paged memory management system of the Prime 300. It provides a virtual memory disk operating system that can support 31 simultaneous users and a real-time operating system that can operate independently or in a fully protected foreground-background mode with a single-user disk operating system in the background.

PRIMOS IV optimizes the Prime 400's high-speed computational ability and exceptionally large memory capacity by integrating interactive, queued-job and real-time supervisory services into a single “embedded” operating system. The Prime 400 features paged and segmented virtual memory with an address space of 0.5 billion bytes, an interleaving main memory system of up to eight million bytes with a 2K-byte bipolar cache memory, and a disk capacity that can exceed 2.4 billion bytes.

PRIMOS V, available with the top-of-the-line Prime 500, includes all the features and capabilities of PRIMOS IV plus assembly language support for the Prime 500's general register, 32-bit architecture. Under PRIMOS V, decimal arithmetic, character manipulation, and character editing instructions are directly executed with a combination of hardware and firmware. On the Prime 400, these instructions are automatically trapped to software subroutines at run-time.

512 Million Byte Virtual Memory Ends Program Size Limitations

PRIMOS IV and V's virtual memory management systems (a combination of paging and segmentation) make it possible for both the Prime 400 and 500 to run multiple processes each within a private 256 million byte virtual memory space, plus an additional 256 million byte space that is automatically shared with all other processes. PRIMOS IV and V can run as many as 63 interactive time-shared users at local or remote
PRIMOS II

Disk Operating System

- Prime 100 or 300 Central Processor
- 32-128KB Main Memory
- Diskettes Minimum

Real-Time Operating System

- Prime 100 or 300 Central Processor
- Optional System Terminal
- 8-128KB Main Memory

PRIMOS III

Virtual Memory Disk Operating System

- Prime 300 Central Processor
- 64-512KB Main Memory
- Diskettes (3MB Minimum)

PRIMOS IV and PRIMOS V

Integrated Disk & Real-Time Operating System

- Prime 300 Central Processor
- Prime 400 or Prime 500
- 128K-6MB Main Memory

PRIMOS HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS: MINIMUM CONFIGURATIONS FOR PRIMOS II, III, IV, V

 terminals. Furthermore, virtual memory resources are available on systems with as few as 128K bytes of main memory. PRIMOS IV and V can automatically take advantage of additional increments of main memory which can be added (up to the maximum capacity of eight million bytes) to minimize the paging demands of an expanded virtual memory. This feature maintains a consistently high level of system responsiveness as the number of processes controlled by the system increases.

PRIMOS TERMINOLOGY

FILE—a named collection of data or code that is created, manipulated, or deleted by Prime File Management System.

PHANTOM USER—a time-shared process that requires no interaction with a user. Once initiated, it runs to completion without further user interaction.

PHYSICAL ADDRESS SPACE—an array of real or main memory space addressed by word number (0-4,194,303).

PROCEDURE—a subroutine referenced by the Prime 400 Procedure Call mechanism.

PROCESS—a program running in a virtual address space.

QUEUED PROCESS—a process that waits with other such processes to run in a first-in first-out (FIFO) sequence. Only one process at a time runs as an active time-shared process. A second time-shared process, the queue manager, controls the queue.

RE-ENTRANT PROCEDURE—a procedure that can be called by several concurrently executing processes.

SEGMENT—a 128K-byte portion of virtual address space. Access rights are assigned on a per segment basis. Calculations of segment number are usually made by PRIMOS IV and V; a process makes named references to procedures and data arrays.

SHARED PROCEDURE—a re-entrant procedure that is present only once in physical memory regardless of how many processes concurrently executing it.

TIME-SHARED PROCESS—a process that gains use of the central processor for a fixed time period in cyclic order with other such processes.

USER—a time-shared process or a person associated with an interactive terminal.

VIRTUAL ADDRESS SPACE—an array of 512 million bytes (or 256 million words, as 1 word = 2 bytes = 16 bits) that a process references by segment number (0-4,095) and word number (0-65,535). Half of the virtual address space is unique or private to each process, while the other half is common to or shared by all processes.

VIRTUAL MEMORY—that quantity of address space stored in disk form. Data stored in virtual memory is transfered to real or main memory as needed by the executing process.
Embedded Design Gives 20-Times Faster Access

PRIMOS IV and V are exceptionally responsive operating systems because they depart from traditional designs in which the operating system was a separate, self-contained body of software that operated by remote control through intricate and time-consuming sequences of interrupts and responses. Instead, PRIMOS IV and V provide direct and immediate control because they are embedded in the virtual address spaces of all processes using the system. In fact, PRIMOS IV and V are an integral part of each process. Each operating system responds immediately to all commands from users of terminals, program calls to the file system, library routines, and other shared procedures. Users are able to access any operating system resource in no more time than it takes for a user program to call a sub-routine, which is about 1/20 the access time of conventional operating systems. Note that while operating system and processes share common address spaces, a comprehensive, multi-ring protection system completely protects the operating system against improper access or accidental modification.

Upward and Downward Compatibility Protects Your Software Investment

Programs and data files created on one Prime computer can be used on any other larger or smaller Prime computer without modification. This compatibility among all systems holds true not only at the source language level but at the memory-image level as well. Thus it is possible, for example, to create a memory-image file on a Prime 200 controlled by PRIMOS II, and run the file directly on a Prime 400 controlled by PRIMOS IV or a Prime 500 controlled by PRIMOS V. Furthermore, FORTRAN, COBOL, and PMA programs that ran on a Prime 300 can be recompiled to run on a Prime 400 or 500 and utilize their expanded capabilities. More significantly, the reverse is also possible. Thus a multi-user Prime 400 or 500 can be used as an extremely efficient and economical software development system, creating programs and databases that can be transferred directly to smaller dedicated application systems using Prime 100 or 200 central processors.

There are many direct benefits of such upward and downward compatibility. Obviously, a user’s programming investment is preserved when upgrading to a larger system. The development of software and the communication among systems in a network of Prime computers is streamlined. Additionally, it encourages the establishment of programming and system design standards that are completely transferable among all Prime products.

*Of course, programs developed for smaller systems must anticipate the limited hardware resources of such systems.

Comprehensive System Integrity and Security Features Offer Complete Protection

A combination of hardware, firmware (microprogrammed logic), and software components within PRIMOS IV and V monitors the complete hardware/software system to assure the user that the hardware is operating reliably and that processes being executed are secure.

System integrity is constantly monitored by features such as main memory error correcting codes (an optional feature that automatically detects and corrects all single-bit memory errors) and microverification (microprogrammed routines that test the central processor’s logic and help determine the cause of faulty operation). PRIMOS IV and V allow the system operator to “lock out” 2K-byte pages of main memory should errors be detected and reported within the pages. The operating systems also include file access integrity features such as forward and backward pointers and built-in utilities to regenerate record availability tables.

PRIMOS IV and V complement these integrity features with a multi-level security system for all users, programs, files and the operating system itself. Certain security measures, such as the protection of the operating system from users and other processes, are automatic and unalterable by any user or program. Other measures, such as the permission scheme necessary to access files, can be tailored by the user to match the needs of each installation.

Prime's Philosophy is: Software First!

PRIMOS was designed before the computers it operates. This unique software-first design philosophy is the key to Prime's ability to offer a range of processor performance and software functionality unmatched on systems costing ten times more. Software-first explains why Prime alone offers upward and downward program compatibility among all central processors. Software-first made it possible to establish a uniform file system used by all levels of PRIMOS, all language translators, all utilities and all libraries. Software-first is why Prime systems are so efficient: hardware features have been designed specifically to optimize software performance. In short, software-first is the difference between buying a computer with some software included, or buying a completely integrated software/hardware system— from Prime.
WHAT PRIMOS IV AND V DO

One of the key factors in evaluating an operating system is not how it responds to user-initiated commands, but what it does for the user automatically, without being asked. These are the features that determine how flexible and efficient the system is in managing basic resources such as memory and disk file space, CPU time, I/O devices, data communication, etc. These are the implicit operating system functions that, if properly designed and implemented, are totally transparent to the user. Such transparency means major time savings during interactive program development and at job run time.

Implicit Functions

Time Scheduling. PRIMOS IV and V regulate the amount of central processor time available to active time-shared processes by assigning time slices. A time slice, which is normally set to a 1/3 second duration, represents the maximum continuous time that a time-shared process may retain control of the central processor. Time slices are allocated on a priority basis with interactive processes receiving a higher priority and queued processes a lower priority.

Memory Management. Associated with each process is a 512 million byte virtual address space. This address space is organized, or mapped, as follows: 4,096 segments, each segment containing 64, 2K-byte pages. The memory management system tracks the location of all pages and handles the physical movement, or swapping, of pages between disk and main memory. Thus, the memory management system automatically transfers the page from the disk to the least-recently-used area of main memory.

Procedure Sharing. To hold page tuning to a minimum and thereby maximize system response time, any number of processes can share the same copy (or page) of a common procedure once it is in main memory. For example, in a multiuser environment, all users can share one copy of the Editor instead of each user having to page-in a separate copy. Shared procedures are reentrant, so they remain unaltered by the processes that use them.

Security. A combination of PRIMOS software and Prime 400/500 hardware protects the operating system from the processes using its services, protects processes from each other, and enforces the access privileges established for all shared procedures and files. The security system automatically checks the validity of service requests such as read, write, and execute, and prevents such services from being performed if pre-established access rules have not been satisfied by these requests.

...Without Being Asked

Disk Space Allocation. PRIMOS IV and V automatically assign logical files to physical disk records. This feature permits a user to create file structures without concern for the type of disk that stores the files or its operating format and physical characteristics. The operating system provides forward and backward pointers to every disk record to ensure file integrity and simplify access to the next record in a file.

I/O Handling. Built-in to PRIMOS IV and V are standardized resources for servicing interrupts, maintaining status information, and controlling data transfers for all Prime peripheral devices. These resources permit a user to communicate with any peripheral device using high-level call statements after the user's process has either been attached to a device (e.g., magnetic tape or printer) or to the files contained on a disk device. A device such as a printer is shared among several users by submitting files to a spool manager that queues the files on a disk and schedules printing on a first-in, first-out basis.

Data Communication. PRIMOS IV and V handle all data communication between a Prime 400 or 500 system, a wide variety of interactive terminals, other Prime central processors and several EDP mainframes. PRIMOS IV and V communicate directly with most currently available asynchronous ASCII terminals operating at speeds up to 9600 baud. Communication with other Prime central processors is handled via interprocessor controllers for locally connected processors, or via high-speed synchronous lines using a standard packet-switching host-access protocol (an initial implementation of the CCITT X.25 international standard). Remote Job Entry (RJE) communications are supported by IBM 2780, IBM HASP, and CDC UT-200 protocols.
WHAT PRIMOS IV AND V DO

When Asked

The part of PRIMOS IV and V that is immediately visible to a user contains the resources that respond either to explicit user commands or procedure calls. These resources provide economical and easily accessible services to all users in the amount they need, without advance notification or the intervention of a central operator. Additionally, an extensive list of commands and calls can be used without a broad knowledge of the inner workings of the operating system or central processor. The major services provided by these resources are described below.

Job Control

PRIMOS IV and V schedule up to 63 time-shared processes including interactive users, phantom users, queued processes, and RJE processes. Additionally, PRIMOS IV and V can schedule as many as several hundred real-time processes.

Interactive Users. As many as 63 interactive terminals can be on-line concurrently. The system handles any mix of direct-connected local terminals and modem-interfaced remote terminals. Individual users have complete freedom to use system resources as if they were its sole users. The user issues commands from a terminal keyboard and gains immediate access to PRIMOS IV and V's resources, which include language translators, editors, debugging aids, and a variety of file structures. Immediate interaction between the user and the user's job is ideally suited for program development. The user controls the job and handles exceptional conditions as they occur instead of depending on a batch processor, thus completing the job in minutes instead of hours or even days. Interaction is what PRIMOS IV and V are all about.

Phantom Users. A phantom user is a process that, once initiated from a terminal, requires no further user interaction or terminal output until it is completed. The user can continue to initiate other phantom user processes from the same terminal, use the terminal interactively, or log it off the system. The operating system treats phantom and interactive users the same way, except that interactive users are given a higher priority for time slices.

Queued Jobs. Some jobs, like disk-to-tape media conversion, sorting, and report printing have turnaround requirements that are less stringent than those of interactive and phantom users. Such processes can be collected in a job queue and run on a first-in, first-out (FIFO) basis under control of a job queue manager. Executing the processes sequentially rather than concurrently conserves time slices so the system can maintain a high level of response to interactive processes.

Remote Job Entry. A Prime 300, 400, or 500 can act as an RJE system by emulating the protocols used by the IBM 2780, IBM HASP, and CDC UT-200. When any is used as an RJE system, card equipment can frequently be eliminated since programs and data files can be created interactively and then queued on a disk for direct transmission to a host mainframe.

Program Development

PRIMOS IV and V provide an extremely efficient environment for interactive program development. Not only do they assure fast response to all users, they also offer each user access to a complete set of sophisticated software development tools including state-of-the-art COBOL, BASIC and FORTRAN compilers, RPG II, text editors, and utilities.

COBOL. Prime's COBOL is an implementation of the 1974 ANSI standard. By adhering to this standard, Prime provides an economical migration path for current program libraries to be transferred to the Prime 400 or 500 from other systems with minimal conversion.

RPG II. Prime provides an RPG II translator that is functionally comparable to the one used with IBM's System 3 Model 10. However, when run under control of PRIMOS IV or V, RPG II applications can easily be expanded, using languages such as COBOL and FORTRAN IV and the common file system to exploit PRIMOS IV and V's interactive and time-shared capabilities.

FORTRAN IV. Prime's FORTRAN is 1966 ANSI-compatible FORTRAN IV with extensions. It is processed by a very efficient one-pass compiler that produces highly optimized code which rivals the output of most macro assemblers. As an indication of the flexibility offered by Prime FORTRAN IV, note that FORTRAN IV is the major systems programming language used by Prime. In fact, over 80% of PRIMOS IV and V is written in FORTRAN.

BASIC. Prime's BASIC supports three modes of operation—conversational, queued, and immediate-to satisfy the computational needs of a wide range of users. BASIC shares the same file system used by all other Prime language processors, and programs written in BASIC can call subroutines written in FORTRAN, COBOL, or assembly language.

Macro Assembler. The Prime Macro Assembler (PMA) is a free-form, symbolic programming system providing extensive macro facilities that simplify the creation and usage of application-oriented commands. PMA includes over 60 pseudo operations for such functions as assembly control, listing and loader control, variable definitions and storage allocation, program linking, and addressing mode control.
File Management

The Prime File Management System provides both implicit and explicit file management resources. The implicit, or automatic, resources manage the allocation of named files to physical address spaces in main and disk memories. The explicit resources provide the file access methods and interactive tools necessary to add, modify, and delete files. PRIMOS IV and V support the same file structure as PRIMOS II and III. As a result, program files and data bases created under one level of PRIMOS are directly transferable to any other level, where they can be used without modification.

The full capabilities of the file system are available to COBOL, FORTRAN, and PMA and can be used to develop special file structures and access methods. However, most users simply refer to files by name which are then constructed and located by procedures such as the editor, language translators, and keyed index/direct access (KI/DA) method.

The file structure, as illustrated below, can be viewed as a hierarchy or tree-structure containing specialized file directories and data files.

**Master File Directory.** The master file directory (MFD) is the highest level in the file structure. The file system creates and maintains an MFD for a disk or a user-specified portion of a disk. The MFD contains the names and locations of user-file directories, segment directories, and data files.

**User File Directory.** User File Directories (UPD’s) are usually associated with individual users and user processes, and contain pointers to named data files and additional file directories.

**Segment Directory.** A segment directory (SEG-DIR) is a file that contains pointers to subsidiary files. It permits rapid access to large collections of data that have an established order but variable size. Files are accessed by simply indexing by pointer position within a SEG-DIR.

**Sequential and Direct Access Methods.** Files can be constructed to permit access to their contents using either a direct access method (DAM) or sequential access method (SAM). By convention, all file directories used by the operating system are structured as SAM files. In SAM files each record contains a pointer to the next record in sequence, thereby reducing the number of directory accesses needed to search the file. DAM files, in contrast, store pointers to all records in the first record of a file. SAM or DAM files may be of any size that can be accommodated on the disk.

**Keyed Index/Direct Access Method.** KI/DA provides a fast and versatile method for locating, adding, deleting, and modifying items in any size data file. Up to 20 different key fields can be used to access a single item. KI/DA’s shareable procedures use the SEG-DIR and DAM capabilities of the Prime file management system to minimize the time required to locate an item.

Data Management

Prime’s Multiple Index Data Access System (MIDAS) is a part of PRIMOS. It bridges the gap between the File Management System (FMS) and the Database Management System (DBMS). MIDAS files are directly supportable under DBMS; this permits a controlled migration from MIDAS to DBMS. MIDAS uses the resources of FMS and, in particular, relies on KI/DA as its access method. When combined with Prime’s Forms Management System (FORMS), MIDAS becomes the basis for the development of transaction-oriented systems. MIDAS permits many users to access fixed- or variable-length records with locks specified at the data record to avoid concurrent usage conflicts. A single program can sequentially and randomly access a MIDAS file and do complete or partial file searches based on any combination of up to 20 keys with duplicates. Furthermore, each key can contain data in any format (e.g., single- or double-precision floating point, integer, ASCII, etc.) so conversion to a common format is unnecessary. MIDAS interacts with users and, by a series of questions and answers, describes, creates, maintains, and manipulates large, structured data files. MIDAS files are available via CALLs and standard READ/WRITE statements to application programs written in any of Prime’s languages on 300, 400, and 500 central processors with at least 128K bytes of main memory.
Database Management
Prime's Database Management System (DBMS) conforms to the CODASYL standards and provides integrated data that is accessible to all processes concurrently (especially multiple users at interactive terminals who are simultaneously updating and retrieving common files). A Schema Data Description Language (DDL) permits a global definition to be given to the data of a business or institution. This means that management and user departments can better understand not only the data, but their relationship to it.

The view of the total database permitted to various classes of applications and users is further defined by the use of the COBOL and the FORTRAN Subschema DDL. Application programs are created using either COBOL or FORTRAN high level host languages and freely intermixing COBOL or FORTRAN Data Manipulation Language (DML) to reference the data.

Prime's DBMS allows the application designer to be independent of file structure concerns. Moreover, it facilitates centralized control to assure that all users operate on the same data, that the data has an identical meaning to all departments, and that all accesses are made securely. This is particularly helpful to businesses and institutions with complex data relationships and changing information requirements.
Prime's DBMS means reduced application programming expenses and shorter development times. The programmers concentrate on the logic of the application, not the details of data manipulation and file design, and sort/merge operations are significantly reduced.

**Forms Management**
Prime's Forms Management System (FORMS) is a set of software functions that are used to develop systems for interactive, multi-terminal, transaction processing. FORMS permits forms to be designed for a variety of CRT and hardcopy terminals using the Forms Description Language (FDL) with easy-to-use statements. Application programs are created using COBOL, FORTRAN, or PMA with standard Read/Write statements.

FORMS may be used separately or in conjunction with the DBMS. The application program is unbound from the form's description, the type of terminal, and the data-base description until the program is run. This independence is similar in philosophy to the DBMS' facilities and results in similar savings in programming expense and time to develop new applications initially and in response to changing requirements.

**Networking**
The reach of the Prime File Management System can be extended to include files contained in other Prime 300, 400, and 500 computers. This is accomplished automatically by PRIMENET, Prime's network software. PRIMENET makes it possible for a user or process on one Prime computer to access files on any other Prime computer in a network, without concern for any of the protocol details involved in managing the data transfer. Thus, regardless of where a file is actually located, PRIMENET makes it appear to the user that it is within the system he is connected to. In addition, PRIMENET supports a wide range of network activities:

- A user can, with proper password identification, log in to any computer in a network from any terminal in the network.
- Users can run their programs on a remote system by logging into that system.
- Similarly, printing jobs can be spooled on a remote system.
- Processes running concurrently on different systems can communicate interactively with one another via special transmit and receive calls.
- An operator at a system terminal can send messages to a user on the local system or to all on-line network users.

**HOW PRIMOS IV AND V WORK**
PRIMOS, in conjunction with key hardware features in the Prime 400 and 500 central processors, performs four major functions: activity scheduling, memory management, procedure sharing, and system protection.

**Activity Scheduling**
PRIMOS IV and V automatically transfer the attention of the central processor from one activity (or process) to another with minimum overhead and complete protection. The key is a central processor feature called Process Exchange. As illustrated, this feature is a hardware dispatcher that manages the Ready List, a number of Wait Lists, Semaphores, and the Process Control Blocks containing detailed control and status information for each process.

**Process Exchange**
Exchanges are caused asynchronously by hardware-generated interrupts, faults and checks, and synchronously by a process executing WAIT and NOTIFY instructions. These events activate the dispatcher to re-order the lists and get the highest priority process to run. This exchange takes 7 to 50 microseconds; without the hardware assist it would take 200 to 500 microseconds. The dispatcher also manages the processor's live registers, permitting sets of registers to be assigned to different processes. This reduces the need to save and restore the registers' contents and speeds the process exchange.

**Ready List**
The Ready List identifies all processes that are ready to run. The list is ordered first by priorities and then chronologically. The highest priority process is the one running, the others are run in order of their priority as they appear on the Ready List.

**PROCESS EXCHANGE EXAMPLE**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>READY LIST</th>
<th>SEMAPHORE 1</th>
<th>SEMAPHORE 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A STARTS</td>
<td>PCB A</td>
<td>(WORK FOR B TO 20)</td>
<td>(B HAS DION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A RUNS X)</td>
<td></td>
<td>PCB B</td>
<td>PCB B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A NOTIFIES S1</td>
<td>PCB B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B RUNS B)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B NOTIFIES S2</td>
<td>PCB B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B RUNS B)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B WAITS FOR S1</td>
<td>PCB A</td>
<td>PCB A</td>
<td>PCB A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A RUNS X)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A WAITS FOR S2</td>
<td>PCB A</td>
<td>PCB A</td>
<td>PCB A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
Semaphores and Wait Lists. Each event that can cause an exchange is associated with a Semaphore (two words in memory) that keeps a negative count of the number of times the event has occurred without being serviced by a process, or a positive count of, and a pointer to, the processes awaiting the event (there is a Wait List for each Semaphore). The processes on a Semaphore's Wait List are ordered and serviced similar to the Ready List. Semaphores are associated with such events as: 'wait for a 1/3 second time slice,' 'disk read complete,' and 'character received from a terminal.'

To schedule a time-shared process, for example, an interrupt from the Real Time Clock causes the hardware to notify the waiting time-keeping process, which awakens and exchanges run status with the previously running time-shared process. Once the time-keeping process begins running, it updates several counters including the 1/3-second counter. If the 1/3-second counter is full, indicating that 1/3-second has transpired since it was last reset, the time-shared process of next highest priority exchanges its ready status with the previous time-shared process through a series of WAIT and NOTIFY instructions. The time-keeping process now waits for the next Real Time Clock interrupt and the highest priority process awakens and starts to run.

Memory Management
The user writes programs in any of Prime's languages, and is unaware of the memory management scheme unless a subroutine or an array exceeds 128KB (one segment). If the program occupies one segment or less, the user may instruct the language translators to generate memory reference code that is compatible with a smaller Prime central processor. For larger programs, the user makes symbolic reference to subroutines and data arrays. The translators and loaders establish a correspondence between the symbolic reference and a virtual address.

Virtual-To-Physical Address Translation. The virtual address contains a segment number (one of 4,096), a page number (64 2K-byte pages/segment), and a word number (0 to 1,023; one 16 bit word = two bytes). The virtual address is translated into a physical address by a series of segment tables and page maps stored in main memory (see illustration). To speed translation, a Segment Table Lookaside Buffer (STLB) is used. For a typical mix of operations, the required address information will be in the STLB more than 97% of the time and no overhead is added to the memory cycle time.

Demand Paging. When a process references a page that is not in main memory, a "missing page" fault occurs and is serviced by PRIMOS IV and V. PRIMOS IV and V then replace the least-recently-used (LRU) page with the referenced page. The next 'n' LRU pages are also freed to satisfy subsequent demands. If they have been modified, they are first written back to disk before their memory space is overwritten. This demand page algorithm has been designed to reduce the number of disk accesses.
Cache Memory. Two features of the central processor speed the effective memory cycle time: cache memory and interleaving. Cache memory is a high-speed bipolar, 2,048 byte memory, that retains the contents of the most recent memory references and is addressed on the basis of word number (the least-significant 10 bits of a memory address). When referencing memory, the cache is read first while the STLB is checked for correspondence. If correspondence exists, the word read from the cache is used; if not, the correspondence is made and the word is read from main memory and stored in the cache. When a word is written in main memory, it is also written in the cache. On average, more than 85% of memory references are found in the cache, reducing the effective memory access time. The access time is 80 ns from the cache and 600 ns from main memory.

Memory Interleaving. The processor interleaves memory references to pairs of sequentially addressed memory words. For example, if word 6 or 7 is read, both 6 and 7 are fetched simultaneously and the cache is updated. Interleaving speeds up sequential accesses and increases the cache hit rate.

Procedure Sharing
PRIMOS IV and V users can write procedures (or subroutines) that can be shared by other users. They can also use shareable procedures or data bases that are part of PRIMOS or have been written by another user. The Prime 400 and 500 hardware, together with PRIMOS servicing “fault” conditions, preserves the integrity of the shared resource and controls the access rights granted by its originator.

When a procedure is shared, it exists only once on disk and, when active, only once in main memory regardless of the number of processes using it. For example, if several users are concurrently writing source code with the Text Editor program, and one user references a part (or a page) of the Editor that has already been brought into memory for some other user, that user is automatically linked to that same copy rather than transferring another “private” copy from disk into main memory.

For commonly used procedures, sharing greatly improves memory utilization by reducing the number of disk transfers required to bring in the program or data referenced by a process but not found in main memory (missing page faults). Sharing procedures means PRIMOS is more responsive to its users.

Re-entrancy. For a procedure to be shared by concurrent processes (re-entrant) and to be invoked by itself (recursive), its “pure” parts (those that do not change during execution) must be separated from those parts that do. This separation has already been done for PRIMOS IV and V's shareable resources and is
done automatically by the COBOL and FORTRAN translators when requested to do so by the user. Also, the Prime Macro Assembler (PMA) makes it easy for the assembly language programmer to write and use shared procedures.

**Procedure Call.** References to a shared procedure are made either by a user command (i.e., EDIT), by a language CALL PATCH statement in COBOL or FORTRAN, or a PCL NAME instruction in Assembly language. The language translators automatically generate code and variable areas that invoke and are compatible with the Prime 400 and 500’s Procedure Call (PCL) mechanism. PCL is a hardware function that does all the housekeeping required to transfer control from one procedure (or subroutine) to another.

PCL saves and restores the state of the calling procedure and initializes the state of the called procedure. It creates and maintains 'stack' areas for data and argument variables and linkage areas for pointers. The PCL hardware performs these functions many times faster than would software equivalents. In addition, PCL guarantees that the access rights are followed, a function that cannot be performed by software. Thus, PCL and the concept of share procedures makes the Prime 400/PRIMOS IV and the Prime 500/PRIMOS V responsive and secure computing utilities.

**Security**

A combination of hardware and software creates a secure time-shared computer utility. PRIMOS IV and V protect the utility, its files, and its shared procedures from unauthorized access. The Prime 400 and 500 protect PRIMOS and users against unwanted intrusions or alterations by other users.

**Log-In Procedure Protects Against Unauthorized Users.** A user types "LOGIN UFDNAME" to gain access to the system. This will activate a LOGIN program (if one has been written) which cannot be defeated. The LOGIN program can add whatever security locks are deemed necessary and can activate accounting clocks that accumulate connect time, processor time, and disk transfer time until the user logs out (LOGOUT).

**Passwords Protect User Files.** The originator of a UFD (User File Directory) can define two passwords that must be satisfied when a user (or a process) tries to gain access to a file listed in the directory (ATTACH UFDNAME PASSWORD). One password is used by the owner, the other by a non-owner. For each file listed in the UFD, access rights can be defined by the owner; one set for the owner and one set for the non-owner. The rights granted depend on which password was used and they control read (and execute), write, delete, and truncate accesses.

**Segment Descriptor Words (SDW) Protect Shared Procedures.** When a procedure is made ready for execution (loaded), links are established to bind that procedure to all other procedures referenced. To do this, the user must be able to Attach to the UFD that lists the referenced procedures (as file names) and be granted read access rights to the named files. Although such rights may be denied one user by another, all users can gain read access to the system library (UFD LIB) and the command library (UFD CMDNC0).

When the link is first established, the procedure is assigned to a segment by PRIMOS. All subsequent references to the procedure are linked to the same segment. The segment is defined by a Segment Descriptor Word (SDW) listed in a Descriptor Table. The SDW contains the access rights granted by the procedure’s owner to other users: read, write, execute, and gate. PRIMOS creates the SDW and, because of its unique privilege level, is the only process that can modify or delete an SDW. These rights are automatically transferred as a code to the Segment Table Lookaside Buffer (STLB), where they are used to control every memory reference.

**Central Processor Ring Structure Protects PRIMOS From User.** The SDW defines access rights for each of three rings or levels of privilege: Ring 0 is the most privileged which, by design, has all access rights and the right to execute all instructions. Ring 3 is the least privileged and does not have the right to execute those instructions that can alter the system’s mode of operation (such as HALT). Ring 1 has access privileges between those of Ring 0 and 3, and the same instruction privileges as Ring 3. PRIMOS IV and V enjoy Ring 0 privileges; time-shared user processes, Ring 3. The ring number is a part of each calculated memory address.

The security provided by a ring structure can best be explained when one considers that an address of an instruction to be fetched may be defined for a different ring than the address of the data (or arguments) referenced by the instruction. For example, if a user’s process (Ring 3) calls a shared procedure that is part of PRIMOS (Ring 0), the procedure’s instructions are associated with Ring 0 and the data, or arguments (in stacks and linkage areas), with Ring 3. When such a shared procedure is called (using Procedure Call), reference is made to its Entry Control Block (ECB) that contains information required to initialize the procedure and start it running. The ECB is located in a segment whose SDW defines the access rights for a Ring 3 caller. If gate rights have been granted, the Procedure Call mechanism will strengthen the active ring number from 3 to 0 and allow the Ring 0 procedure to execute.
Otherwise, a fault condition occurs and the user's process cannot execute the procedure. This would happen for those procedures defined by PRIMOS to be for its own use and not to be shared by a user's process.

Weakening is an important function of the Procedure Call mechanism. The called and calling ring numbers are "OR"ed \((3 + 0 = 3)\) and the resulting, weakened ring number is inserted into each argument (or pointer) transferred by the Procedure Call to the called procedure. When the called procedure is running and makes a reference to memory location pointed to by an argument, it is granted only the weakened Ring 3 privileges defined by the referenced SDW.

If a Ring 3 process references a location in the common address space, it would be granted the Ring 3 privileges previously defined by the 'owner' of the segment (usually PRIMOS) and would be denied those rights deemed by the owner to be unwise or harmful. Similarly, if the called Ring 0 procedure references a location in the private address space of the user's process, it would be granted only those privileges defined by the user for Ring 3.

The Prime 400 and 500's segmentation and Ring structure described above is the hardware that permits PRIMOS IV and V to offer a shared computing utility with complete and automatic access protection. The user need only define access rights and passwords, and then use passwords as required.

HOW PRIMOS IV AND V ARE ORDERED

PRIMOS IV and V are priced software products. Each may be ordered separately to run on suitable Prime 400 or 500 configurations or as a part of a packaged system designed for computational time-sharing or interactive data processing. Several of the software subsystems supported by PRIMOS IV and V and described in this bulletin are priced separately and are also supported by PRIMOS III on Prime 300's with at least 128KB of main memory. Products that must be ordered individually are the COBOL translator, the RPG translator, each of the RJE emulators, and the PRIMENET network package. For detailed ordering information and availability schedules, please contact your local Prime Sales Representative or Prime's headquarters. Specifications may change as design improvements are introduced.
1. A search of the Office records fails to show that the mark, when applied to the goods and/or services of the applicant, so resembles any registered mark as to be likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive. TMEP 1105.01.

2. Registration is refused under Sec. 2(d) because the mark, when applied to the goods and/or services of the applicant, so resembles the mark(s) cited below as to be likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive. TMEP 1205 (and TMEP 903) (see attached copies) Reg. No.(s).

3. Registration on the Principal Register is refused under Sec. 2(e) because the mark is considered to be:
   - merely descriptive when applied to the goods and/or services. TMEP 1207.
   - primarily geographically descriptive when applied to the goods and/or services. TMEP 1208.
   - deceptively misdescriptive when applied to the goods and/or services.
   - primarily geographically deceptively misdescriptive when applied to the goods and/or services. TMEP 1208.
   - primarily merely a surname. TMEP 1209.

5. The right to the exclusive use of should be disclaimed apart from the mark as shown. Sec. 6; TMEP 904.

6. The specimen is not acceptable because they are in the nature of and, as such, are not regarded as evidence of actual trademark and/or service mark use. Five specimens (e.g., labels, tags, containers or photographs of the latter for goods, or advertising material for services) as actually used must be submitted, supported either by an affidavit or by a declaration under Rule 2.20 to the effect that said specimens were used by applicant on or before the filing date of this application. TMEP 906.10.

7. Applicant's goods and/or services are properly classified in International Class(es) , rather than in International Class(es) Amendment is required. (If Box "1" above is marked, amendment has been made by the examiner.)

8. The identification of goods and/or services is indefinite and must be amended to set forth the goods and/or services by their common commercial designation(s), if there is no common designation, by their nature and/or uses. If the amendment is substantial, the identification should be re-written entirely. TMEP 804 and 1301.04; Rule 2.74(b).

9. Applicant is requested to submit informative literature (e.g. advertisements, technical manuals, brochures) pertaining to the goods and/or services to aid in the proper examination of this application. Rule 2.61(b); TMEP 1103.04.

10. The specimen appears to indicate use of the mark by an entity other than the applicant. The relationship between said entity and applicant must be explained so that it is clear that such use inures to the benefit of applicant. Sec. 5; Rule 2.38; TMEP 1201.01(a).

11. A new drawing must be filed for the following reason(s):
   - No drawing was received with the application. (The substitute for the drawing which is now in the file was prepared by this Office for temporary use only.) TMEP 708 and 807.
   - The drawing is indistinct and will not reproduce properly. TMEP 807.05.
   - The mark on the drawing does not agree with the mark on the specimens. TMEP 807.
   - The mark is not typed entirely in capital letters as is required for a typed drawing. If the intention is to show the mark in special form, an ink drawing is necessary. TMEP 807.08 and 807.11.
   - The mark on the specimen is in special form and must be so presented by an ink drawing. TMEP 807.09.

See Rules 2.51 – 2.56 for drawing requirements.

12. Pursuant to Trademark Rule 2.61(b), inquiry is made whether the proposed mark has any meaning or significance in the computer field.
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION UNDER SECTION 12(a)

If Box "1" on the face of this paper has been checked, the mark of the application identified on the face appears to be entitled to registration. The mark will, in accordance with Section 12(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946, be published in the Official Gazette on the date indicated below for the purpose of opposition by any person who believes he will be damaged by the registration of the mark. If no opposition is filed within the time specified by Section 13 of the Statute or by Rules 2.101 and 2.102 of the Trademark Rules, the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks may issue a Certificate of Registration.

Copies of the Trademark portion of the Official Gazette containing the publication of the mark may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

By direction of the Commissioner.

By direction of the Commissioner.

---

EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATIONS


(37 C.F.R. Part 2)

Reference to *Sec.* means sections of the Trademark Act of 1946, as amended. (Public Law 489, 79th Congress, Chapter 540; 60 Stat. 427; Title 15 U.S.C.)

IDENTIFICATION OF GOODS AND/OR SERVICES

As a general guideline for terms which are acceptable for identifications of goods and services, attention is called to the Alphabetical List of Goods and Services contained in the volume entitled *International Classification of Goods and Services to Which Trademarks Are Applied*, published by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). For further details see *TMEP* 804.03.

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

Enclosed please find for filing, application for registration of the trademark PRIMOS, together with drawing, six specimens of the mark as actually used and our check in the amount of $35.00 in payment of the filing fee.

Very truly yours,

Charles C. Winchester

Enclosures
**SECTION A – BASIC APPLICATION DATA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) SERIAL NUMBER</th>
<th>(2) TM</th>
<th>PRINT ID</th>
<th>DESIGN ONLY</th>
<th>PLUS DESIGN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1227840</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**F2**

PRIMOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) INT. CL.</th>
<th>(2) PRIOR USCL</th>
<th>(1) 1ST USE DATE</th>
<th>(2) 1ST COMM DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>F4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) EXAMINER CODE</th>
<th>(2) REGISTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>364</td>
<td><strong>SEE APPLICATION</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SECTION B – PRIOR REGISTRATION DATA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) COUNTRY CODE</th>
<th>(2) TYPE CODE</th>
<th>(3) REGISTRATION</th>
<th>(4) DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Format 12 SEE APPLICATION**

**SECTION C – REMARKS**

**EMPLOYEE NAME**

H C
TRADEMARK ASSIGNMENT QUERY AS OF 9/24/1998

REEL/FRAME DATA

REEL: 1645
FRAME: 0267

DATE LAST UPDATED: 12/01/1997
DATE IN SYSTEM: 10/08/1997
DATE KEYED IN: 12/01/1997
RECORDATION DATE: 12/01/1997
DATE MAILED: 12/01/1997
ASSIGNMENT RECEIPT DATE: 12/01/1997
CONVEY EFFECTIVE DATE:

CORRESPONDENCE

NAME: BINGHAM DANA LLP
       JOHN F. COHAN, ESQ.
       150 FEDERAL STREET
       BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02110

BRIEF CODE: 22
BRIEF TEXT: ASSIGNS THE ENTIRE INTEREST AND THE GOODWILL

CONVEYING PARTY DATA

ENTRY: 001
NAME: COMPUTERVISION CORPORATION
FORMERLY:
ENTITY: 03 - CORPORATION
ENTITY TEXT: DE - DELAWARE
EXECUTION DATE: 7/18/1997

RECEIVING PARTY DATA

ENTRY: 600
NAME: CVSI, INC.
COMPOSED OF:
DBA/AKA/TA:
ADDRESS: 4 CROSBY DRIVE
          BEDFORD
STE/CTRY CODE: MA - MASSACHUSETTS
ZIP CODE: 01730
ENTITY: 03 - CORPORATION
ENTITY TEXT: DE - DELAWARE
CITIZENSHIP:

DOMESTIC REPRESENTATIVE DATA

NAME:

PROPERTY DATA

SERIAL NUMBER: 122880
FILING DATE: 04/15/1977
REGISTRATION NUMBER: 35656
ISSUE DATE: 06/20/1978
WORD MARK: RIMOS
MARK DESCRIPTION: WORDS, LETTERS, OR NUMBERS IN TYPED FORM
LOCATION: 30 - POST REGISTRATION
LOCATION DATE: 09/22/98
EXAMER: NOT ASSIGNED

PAGE 1 of 2
TRADEMARK ASSIGNMENT QUERY AS OF 9/24/1998

REEL/FRAME DATA

REEL: 0936
FRAME: 0364

DATE LAST UPDATED: 05/07/1993
DATE IN SYSTEM: 02/12/1993
DATE KEYED IN: 02/24/1993
RECORDATION DATE: 01/21/1993
DATE MAILED: 05/07/1993
ASSIGNMENT RECEIPT DATE:
CONVEY EFFECTIVE DATE:

CORRESPONDENCE

NAME: ROBERT MCHUGH
TRADEMARK ADMINISTRATOR
COMPUTERVISION CORPORATION
500 OLD CONNECTICUT PATH M/S 10-60
FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701

BRIEF CODE: 14
BRIEF TEXT:

CONVEYING PARTY DATA

ENTRY: 001
NAME: PRIME COMPUTER, INC.
FORMERLY:
ENTITY: 03 - CORPORATION
ENTITY TEXT:
CITIZENSHIP: DE - DELAWARE
EXECUTION DATE: 08/13/1992

RECEIVING PARTY DATA

ENTRY: 004
NAME: COMPUTERVISION CORPORATION
COMPOSED OF:
DBA/AKA/TA:
ADDRESS: 100 CROSBY DRIVE
REDFORD
STATE/CTRY CODE: MA - MASSACHUSETTS
ZIP CODE: 01730
ENTITY: 03 - CORPORATION
ENTITY TEXT:
CITIZENSHIP: DE - DELAWARE

DOMESTIC REPRESENTATIVE DATA

NAME:

PROPERTY DATA

SERIAL NUMBER: 122880
FILING DATE: 04/15/1977
REGISTRATION NUMBER: 3656
ISSUE DATE: 06/20/1978
WORD MARK: PRIMOS
MARK DESCRIPTION: WORDS, LETTERS, OR NUMBERS IN TYPED FORM
LOCATION: 10 - POST REGISTRATION
LOCATION DATE: 09/22/98
ASSIGNMENTS

☑ No previous assignments of record as of 10-05-89

☐ See Title Record for ownership information prior to this record
CVSL INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
4 CROSBY DRIVE
BEDFORD, MA 01730, BY CHANGE OF NAME AND ASSIGNMENT FROM
PRIME COMPUTER, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION) FRAMINGHAM, MA

FOR: COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN MACHINE READABLE FORM, IN
CLASS 9 (U.S. Cl. 26).

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand
and caused the seal of The Patent and Trademark
Office to be affixed on Dec. 1, 1998.

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Applicant: PRIME COMPUTER, INC.
145 Pennsylvania Avenue
Framingham, Massachusetts 01701

First Use: September, 1976

First Use in Interstate Commerce: September, 1976

FOR: COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN MACHINE READABLE FORM

PRIMOS

1093656
REGISTERED
JUN 20 1978
PAT. & T.M. OFFICE

122880

PUBLISHED IN O.G.
MAR 28 1972
PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

D 205
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Mark : PRIMOS
Reg. No. : 1,093,656
U.S. Class: 26
Int. Class: 9

COMBINED DECLARATION UNDER SECTIONS 8 AND 15 OF THE TRADEMARK ACT OF 1946

To the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks:

PRIME COMPUTER, INC., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware

Business Address and Corporate Domicile:
Prime Park
Natick, Massachusetts 01760

Richard L. Ballantyne, Vice President, of PRIME COMPUTER, INC., hereby warrants that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of this document, declares that PRIME COMPUTER, INC. owns the above-entitled registration issued June 20, 1978 as shown by records in the Patent and Trademark Office; that the mark shown therein has been in continuous use in interstate commerce for the five consecutive years from the date of the registration or the date of publication under Section 12(c) to the present, on or in connection with each of the following: COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN MACHINE READABLE FORM, which are stated in the registration; that such mark is still in use in interstate commerce; that such mark is still in use as evidenced by the specimen included showing the mark as currently used; that:

08/01/83 1093656 1311 200.00 CK
there has been no final decision adverse to registrant's claim of ownership of such mark for such goods or services, or to registrant's right to register the same or to keep the same on the register, that there is no proceeding involving said rights pending and not disposed of either in the Patent and Trademark Office or in the courts; and that all statements made of his own knowledge are true and all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true.

The $200.00 fee is enclosed herewith.

POWER OF ATTORNEY

Registrant hereby appoints Charles C. Winchester of Suite 2100, 28 State Street, Boston, MA 02109 (Telephone (617) 523-7340), Patent and Trademark Office Registration No. 21,040, a member of the bar of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, its attorney to file this Declaration and to handle all matters in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith.

PRIME COMPUTER, INC.

By: [Signature]

Richard E. Ballantyne
Vice President

Place: Natick, Massachusetts 01760

Date: July 27, 1983
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRIME COMPUTER INC. * PRIMOS SOFTWARE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EGMRTS [ ] FORMS [ ] PASCAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMGRITSRC [ ] FORMSRC [ ] PASCALLIBSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAHP [ ] FTN [ ] PHLIG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMHASPSRC [ ] FTNSRC [ ] POWERPLUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMXBO [ ] FTS [ ] PRINET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMX80SRC [ ] FTSSRC [ ] PRINETSRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMX8M [ ] INFORM [ ] RPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMX8MSRC [ ] MIDAS [ ] RPGLIBSRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F77 [ ] MIDASSRC [ ] RPGSRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FED [ ] MIDASPLUS [ ] VISTA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PRIMOS

Prime Computer, Inc. (Delaware corporation)
145 Pennsylvania Ave.
Framingham, Mass. 01701

For: COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN MACHINE READABLE FORM, in CLASS 9 (U.S. CL. 26).
First use September 1976; in commerce September 1976.
Prime Computer, Inc. (Delaware corporation)
145 Pennsylvania Ave.
Framingham, Mass. 01701

For: COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN MACHINE READABLE FORM, in CLASS 9 (U.S. Cl. 26).
First use September 1976; in commerce September 1976.